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PROBABILISTIC INTERPRETATION OF
NON-SYMMETRIC DIRICHLET FORMS

JAI HEUI KIM

1. Introduction

Analysis based on additive functionals (AF's for short) and stochastic
calculus related to symmetric Dirichlet spaces were developed by M.
Fukushima [3J, S. Nakao [7J, M. Takeda [9J and others. Many
results in the symmetric case have been extended to the non-symmetric
case by S. CarrilIo Menendez [2J, J. H. Kim [4J, Y. Le Jan [5J
etc.. The purpose of this paper is to give a functional calculus on
Dirichlet spaces (Theorem 3. 4) and a general form of below (2. 6).

We first give the definition of non-symmetric Dirichlet space. Let
X be a locally compact Hausdorff space with countable base and m a
non-negative Radon measure on X such that supp [mJ =X. V(X, m)
denotes the real V-space with inner product

(u, vh2= fxu (x) v (x) m(dx) , u, vEV(X, m).

Let H be a dense linear subspace of V(X, m) which forms a Hilbert
space with a norm 11 IIH such that for some K>O, lIu1lH~KllullL2 for
any uEH. Moreover we assume that if uEH, then lul, u/\lEH.
In this article we consider a bilinear form a on HXH which satisfies
the following conditions;
(a. 1) there exists a constant ao~O such that aa is coercive for any
a>ao, i. e., for some constant K l=Kl (a) >0, aa(u, u) ~Klllullk for
every uEH,
(a.2) a is continuous in the following sense; there exists a constant
K 2>O such that la(u, v) I ~K21IuIlHllvIIH for all u, vEH,
(a.3) a(Tlu, u-Tlu) ~O,

(a.4) a(Tlu, u-T1u) ~O.
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Here aa(u, v) =a(u, v) +a(u, vh2, fi(u, v) =a(v, u) and T1u=u+1\1 (u+
=uVO). A bilinear form. a which fulfills (a. 1)'"'-' (a. 4) is called a
Dirichlet form on HXH, and (a,H) a Dirichlet space on V (X, m).
Let Co (X) be the set of all bounded continuous functions on X with
compact support. From now on we assume that H is reqular, i. e. ,
Co(X) nH is dense in H with the norm 11 lIH and dense in Co(X)
with the uniform norm.

J. H. Kim [4J gave the Beurling-Deny formula for a; for every
u,vEH,

(1.1) ~ [a(u, v) +fi(u, v)J =ac(u, v) +aj(u, v) +ak(u, v) +ak(u, v),

where aC(u, v) is a symmetric form on HXH such that for u, vEH
with compact support, aC(u, v) =0 if v is constant on a neighbourhood
ofsupp [uJ (=support of u), we say that the form aC

(,) satisfies
the loca{property; ana

(1.2) ai (u, v) .. ~fxxx_}u(x) -u(y) )(v(x) -v(y) )a(dx, dy),

.. (1. 3) ak(u, v) -'- ~fxu(x)v(x)X(dx), ak(u, v) = ~fxu(x)v(x)X(dx).

Here a is a positive Radon measure on: X XX - LI (LI is diagonal)
satisfying

f ()v (y)a(dx, dy) =-a(u, v)
. XXX-,dU X .

for tt, vECo(X) nH such that supp[uJ nsupp[vJ =l/J, and X and X
are positive Radon measures on" X satisfying

f u(x) X(dx) =a(v, u) -f u(y) (l-v(x) )a(dx, dy)
x XXX-Ll

and

f u(x) X(dx) =a(v, u) -f u(x) (l-v(y) )a(dx, dy)
x XXX-Ll

for u, vECo(X) nH such that v=l on a neighbourhood of supp[u],
and u is a q. c. version of uEH (see [3J for the definition).

2. Probabilistic interpretation of (1. 1)

In this section we give a probabilistic interpretation of eacli:tertn of"
the right hand side of· (1. 1) and an example.

Let M=(Pa;, X t ) a~d M=(Px,Xt ) be the Hunt processes associated
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AF's A and B

with a and a, respectively, S the set of all smooth measures of M and
Ae+ the set of all positive continuous AF's of M (see [3J for the
definitions). S. Carrillo Menendez [lJ showed that Sand A e+ are in
one to one correspondence which is characteri~ed by the following
relation; for A E A e+ and fl E S,

f x Ex [fi(Xs) dAsJh(x) m (dx) = f: {fx Ex[h(Xs) Jf(x) fl(dx)} ds

for any non-negative Borel functions f and h on X and t>O, where
Ex[YJ (resp. Ex[YJ) is the expectation of random variable Y with
respect to Px (resp. Px). J. H. Kim [4J defined the energy of AF A
by

(2.1) e(A) =lim a
2
,2 f Ex[S=e-atA/dtJm(dx)

a_CO X 0

if the limit exists, and defined the mutual energy of
by

e(A, B) = ~ (e(A + B) -e(A) -e(B»

and proved that the set rftl of all martingale AF's of finite energy is a
real Hilbert space with e(,) and that the AF

(2. 2) A~uJ=u(Xt) -il(Xo) (uEH)
has a unique decomposition

(2.3) A [u] =M[u] +N[u], M[u] E rm, N[u] E!fte,

where !fte is the set of all continuous AF's of zero energy. M.
Fukushima [3J proved the above results in the symmetric case. It is
known that M[u] has a decomposition

(2.4) M[u] =Mc[u]+Md[u] =Mc[u] +Mj[u] +Mk[u]

where MC[u] and Md[u] are the continuous and purely discontinuous
part of M[u] respectively, and Mi[u] and l'.1k[u] are defined by

Mk[u] = -il(xc-) I[C;;' Mi[u] = l\1d[u] - Mk[u].
~

Here, c: is the life time of M and for AF A, A denotes A - AP with
AP being the dual predictable projection of A (cf. [2J). The smooth
measure corresponding to AEA/ is denoted by flA. If A t=A/D_A/2)
a. S., ACi)EA/ and flAW' i=l, 2, are bounded measures, then the
measure flA corresponding to A is given by fl (I) - flA(2)' In particular,
for M[u],MCv]Erftl(u,vEH), we use the abbreviations fl<u.v> and
fli <u. v> for fl<M[u], M[V]> and fl<Mi[U]' Mi[v]>, i=c, d, j, k, respectively. The
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symbol (M, N) is the quadratic variation of the martingales M and N.
Then we have the following result.

THEOREM 2.1 ([4J). (i) For any u, vEH, we have

(2.5) ~ ,i<u.v> (X) =ai(u, v) for i=c,j, k, k.

(ii) For u, vEHb ( = the set of all bounded functions in H) and wEH,
(2.6) dfl-c<uv.w> (x) =u(x) dfl-c<v.w> (x) +v(x)dfl-c<u'w> (x) (xEX).

The equality (2. 6) is essential to prove a strong local property of
the symmetric form aC

(,) (see Corollary 5.10 in [4J). In the next
section we give a functional rule of fl-c <u' v> as an extension of (2. 6).

EXAMPLE 2. 2. Let dx be the Lebesgue measure on d-dimensional
Euclidean space Rd and HI (Rd) the Sobolev space of order 1, 1. e. ,

HI (Rd) = {uEL2(Rd, dx) : ;;i EL2(Rd, dx), l~i~d},

where the.derivatives ;;i are taken in the sence of Schwartz distributions.

We define the norm on HI(Rd) by, for uEHI(Rd),

lIullH I= lIu llL2+ lIuxllL 2'

II UxIl L2=Ctll ~;i \1:JI/2.
Consider the following differential operator given formally by

L=Lo+to(Xi-X-)~
i*i J OXi

d 0 0
=Lo+~ -H(Xj-Xi)-'

•• ]=1 OXj OXi

where H(Y)=~ (I(y>O}-Ily<Ol) and

LOu=B ~(aiJ ou )+tb, ou -cU.
;;i=1 OXj OXi ;=1 OXi

Suppose that aij; bi, i, j 1, 2, ..., d, and c are bounded measurable
functions on Rd satisfying that
( i) there exists a constant ].1>0 such that

d

2:JaiJCx)YiYj~].IlyI2 for all yERd,
i.i=1 . .
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by, for u, vE

. a(u, v) =.6J aij ~u !v dx- fJ biv ~u dx+J cuv dx,
',J=1 Rd uXi UXj .=1 Rd uX; Rd

where a;j(x)=aij(x)+H(xj-x;),i,j=1,2, ... ,d. And (a,HI(Rd» is a
regular Dirichlet space (see [4J). In this case

c (d )-~(~+-) ou ov d j (d )-0fl <U'v> X - ~ aiJ aji Ox; OXj x, fl <u.v> X - ,

d

flk<u.v>(dx)=cuvdx, flk<u.v>(dx)=uv(c+L;(b;)x)dx.
i=l

(ii) C~O,
d

(iii) c+~ (bi ) Xi~ 0 (in the sense of distributions).
;=1

Then the bilinear form a corresponding to L is given
HI (Rd) ,

(2.7)

REMARK. The process corresponding to the form a defined by (2. 7)
is special case of the diffusion treated by H. Osada [8J. He has given
a specific construction of the diffusion by means of the associated
transition density function.

3. Functional rule of pC<•.. >

Let (GaL>", (resp. (6 a )a<,,) is the resolvent of a (resp. b) (see
[3J or [5J).

LEMMA 3.1 ([3J). If the resolvent (Ga)a>". is positive, then there
exists a unique measure (Ja on X X X such that

a2(Gau, v) 2=f u(X) v (x) (Ja(dx, dy)
LXXX

for every Borel functions u, vEL2(X, m).

Let

and
b(a) (u, v) =a(u-a6au, v) L2

for any a>ao and u, vEL2(X, m).

LEMMA 3.2 ([5J). (i) Let uEL2(X, m). Then uEH if and only if
sup a(a) (u, v) <00,
a>aa

(ii) For any u,vEH, lim a(a)(u, v) =a(u, v).
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LEMMA 3.3. For any Borel fonctions u, vEL2(X, m),

(3.1) a(a) (u, v) +&(a) (u, v)=f' (u(x) -u(y)) (vex) -v(y) )ua(dx, dy)
xxx

+ f~u(x)v(x) (1-aGa1) (x) m(dx)

+fxU(x) v (x) (1-aGa1) (x)m(dx).

Proof. .By Lemma 3. 1 and the definitions of a(a) and &(a), we can
prove that for any u, vEL2(X, m)

a(a) (it;~) ."J . u(x) (v (x) -v(y) ) (Ja(dx, dy)
xxx.

+ Jxu(';)v(x) (1-aGa1) (x) m(dx)

and

&(a)(U, v) =5 u(x) (v (x) -v(y) )(Ja(dx,dy)
'. xxx

+JxU(X) v (x) (l-aGal) (x)medx)

Form these we easily see that (3.1) holds. The proof is complete.

Now we give a functional rule on Dirichlet spaces.

THEOREM 3.4. Let f/J Eel (Rm) and 0 (0) =0. For any Ul> Uz, ••• , um E

Hb' the composition function f/J(u) =0(ul> U2' ... , um) belong to R b and

(3.2) aa«(/j(u), (/j(u)) ~ mt2 ~1I(/j,xiIl2Loo(v)aa(uio Ui),

where V is an m-dimensional finite cube containing the range of u(x) =

(UI(X),U2(X), ..•,um(x)) (xEX).

Proof. Let u(l), u(2), ... , u(m) EH and wEL2 (X, m) satisfy
m m

(3.3) Iw(x) I~~ Iu(i) (x) 1,lw(x)-w(y) I~~ Iu<i> (x) -u(i) (y) I.
;=1 - ;=1

Using w in place ofu and v in (3.1), we find that

(3.4) a(a) (w,w) ~ mt2 i~a(a) (uG>, u<i».

Applying the mean value theorem, we can prove that w=q)(u) and
U(i) = 11 0,xi 11 L"" (V)Uio i=l, 2, ..., m, satisfy (3.3). And hence
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a ca ) (<P (U), <p (U)) ;:;:; m~2 i~ II<Pxj 1l2L ooCV) a ca) (Uj, Uj).

This inequality and Lemma 3.2 complete the proof.

COROLLARY 3.5. For any vEHb, we have
m

dfJ/ <!1JCu). v> = I:.<Pxj (u)df1.c<Uj' v>,
i=l

Proof. This follows from Theorem 3. 4 by the same method as
Theorem 5.4.1 in [3J.

REMARK. Let m = 1 in Corollary 3. 5. Then the image measure

f1.c <u' u> (u- 1 ( • )) of f1.C <u' u> induced by U E H is absolutely continuous
with respect to Lebesgue measure)) on RI, i. e., if v(E) =0, then

f1.C<U'U> (u-1(E)) =0. In fact, let <P(t)=f:Ie(s)dv(s) and assume that

v (E) = O. Then

f1.c <u. u> (u-1 (E)) = JX [u-ICE) (x) df1.c<u' u> (x)

= f /E(U(X)) df1.c <u.u> (x)

=fX<PI(u(x)) df1.c<u.u>(x)

By Corollary 3. 5, the last term is equal to f1.c <!1JCu)' u> (X) and hence
equal to 0 since <P(u(x)) =0 for all xEX.
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